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Structural stability in porous elasticity 
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We consider the linearized system of equations for an elastic body with voids as derived 

by Cowin & Nunziato. We demonstrate that the solution depends continuously on 

changes in the coefficients, which couple the equations of elastic deformation and of 

voids. It is also shown that the solution to the coupled system converges, in an 

appropriate measure, to the solutions of the uncoupled systems as the coupling 
coefficients tend to zero. 

Keywords: porous materials; energy bounds; structural stability; convergence 

1. Introduction 

Porous materials have applications in almost all fields of engineering, e.g. soil 

mechanics, petroleum industry, material science as well as in biomechanics. A 

review of the historical development of the porous media theories as well as 

reference to various contributions may be found in the monographs by Bowen 

(1976) and Iesan (2004) and in the articles by Bedford & Drumheller (1983) and 
De Boer (1998). The theory of elastic materials with voids is one of the simple 
extensions of the classical theory of elasticity for the treatment of porous solids in 

which the matrix material is elastic and the interstices are void of material. Such 

theory seems to be an adequate tool to describe the behaviour of granular 
materials like rock, soils and manufactured porous bodies. The theory of elastic 

materials with voids has been developed by Nunziato &; Cowin (1979) and Cowin 

& Nunziato (1983) and has received considerable interest in recent years. In fact, 
Goodman & Cowin (1972) have developed a continuum theory of granular 
materials with interstitial voids. The basic concept underlying this theory is that 

of a material for which the bulk density is written as the product of two fields, the 

density field of the matrix material and the volume fraction field. Such a 

representation was used by Nunziato & Cowin (1979) in order to develop a 

nonlinear theory of elastic materials with voids. The intended applications of the 

theory are to elastic bodies with small voids or vacuum pores which are 

distributed throughout the material. The linear theory of elastic materials with 

voids has been established by Cowin & Nunziato (1983). 
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2594 S. Chiriga and others 

In the present paper, we study the structural stability of the mathematical 

model of the linear elastic material with voids. One of the most important tasks 

in the study of the structural stability is to prove that the solutions of problems 

depend continuously on the constitutive quantities, which may be subjected to 

error or perturbations in the mathematical modelling process. Concerning the 

structural stability, we emphasize the continuous dependence on changes in the 

model itself rather than on the initial and given data. That means changes in 

coefficients in the partial differential equations and changes in the equations and 

may be reflected physically by changes in constitutive parameters (as, for 

example, the coefficients obtained in a small deformation superposed to a finite 

one). Estimates of continuous dependence play a central role in obtaining 
numerical approximations to these kinds of problems. 

Since many physical phenomena can be modelled by idealized approaches, the 

derivation of continuous dependence inequalities on various types of data has 

attracted considerable attention. The structural stability was a subject of great 
interest in recent years. In this connection, we point out that many studies of this 

type have been inspired by the fundamental paper of Knops & Payne (1969), 
where such investigations were initiated in elasticity, cf. also Knops & Wilkes 

(1973, sections 73, 74) and Knops & Payne (1988). We also recall structural 

stability analyses in the book by Ames & Straughan (1997) and in a series of 
papers by Ames & Payne (1995), Franchi & Straughan (1996), Payne $z 

Straughan (1996, 1998), Payne & Song (1997) and Quintanilla (2003). 
Throughout this paper we restrict our attention to the case of a 

centrosymmetric inhomogeneous linear elastic material with voids and discuss 

the continuous dependence of solution with respect to the coupling coefficients of 

the model. In ?2, we formulate the corresponding initial-boundary value problem 
in question and present some constitutive assumptions. Section 3 is devoted to 

obtain a priori estimates for some auxiliary static problems. While ?4 gives some 
a priori bounds for the solution of the dynamic problem. The continuous 

dependence of the solution with respect to the coupling coefficients in question is 

established in ?5. In ?6, we investigate how the solution of the basic initial 

boundary value problem behaves as the coupling coefficients tend to zero. 

2. Equations of motion 

Throughout this paper we will consider, for convenience, a centrosymmetric 
elastic material with voids. Consequently, the general linear equations, from 

Ciarletta & Ie?an (1993; eqns (7.3.7), (7.3.12), (7.3.13)) are (see also Cowin 

(1985)) 

qui 
= 

(aijkhukh)j + (6^)j, (2.1) 

qx(?) 
= 

(a^)j? -T0 
- 

bijUij-?cf), (2.2) 

in QX(0,T), with boundary condition on T 

Ui 
= 

gi(x,t), (j) 
= 

h(x,t), (2.3) 
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Structural stability in porous elasticity 2595 

and initial data 

Ui(x,0) 
= 

u?(x), <j>(x,0)=<t>?(x)A 

?j(x,0) 
= 

ti(x), j>(x,0)=1?(x).j 
The mass density p and the equilibrated inertia x and the constitutive coefficients 

aijkh-> by, ay, T and ? are prescribed functions of x, supposed to be as smooth as 

required in our subsequent analysis. Moreover, we require 

Q,x>0, t>0, (2.5) 

aijkhtijhh ̂  ?i| |2, % > 0, (2.6) 

?A>a2|?|, ?2>0. (2.7) 

We also assume that the energy density E is a positive definite quadratic 

form, i.e. 

E - 
2 amUijUkjh + -%<t>2 + - 

a^-f j^j + 6#?y0 > 
y (|V?|2 + |0|2) 

+ 
f |V^|2, ao>0. (2-8) 

In the above relations a0, ax and a% are appropriate constants. 

The surface of the region is supposed to be as smooth as required, and smooth 

solutions are envisaged throughout. 

3. Rellich identities 

Before proceeding to derive an a priori estimate for a solution to equations 

(2.1)-(2.4), we need some bounds for a solution to certain auxiliary problems. 
These are achieved via the use of Rellich-like identities, cf. Payne & Weinberger 

(1958) and Bramble & Payne (1961, 1963). 
Let H be a solution to the problem 

!} 

(<HiHj\i 
= ?> in Qi . 

(3 x) 
H = 

q, on T. 

Under appropriate regularity assumptions, the existence of the solution H is 

assured by means of the existence theory presented by Fichera (1972). 
We form the identity 

0 = 
XkH^aijH^idx, 

Proc. R. Soc. A (2006) 
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2596 S. Chiriga and others 

and then integrate by parts in succession to find 

0=- xk?H?aijHjdx-\ xkHMOijHjdx + (D 71^11^11^ 

= - 
?>ijHiH?x--\ x^H^Hj) ikdx + W n^H^a^H^dA 

= - 
OjjHiHjdx + - 

xka^kH^H?x + &) n^H^jH^dA 

-^?>rXknkayHiHjdA. 
(3.2) 

We now write H i on the surface T as Hi= nfiH/dn + SiVsH, where n? denotes 

the unit normal to T and s? is the tangential vector. In addition, d/dn is the 

normal derivative and Vs is the tangential derivative, i.e. VSH= x^a^H.?, 
where 

aa^ are the coefficients of the first fundamental form of the surface T, and the 

subscript ';a' denotes differentiation with respect to the surface variables 6a. 

Suppose now also that T is star shaped with respect to an origin so that 

xknk>h0>0, on T, (3.3) 

and 

\xksk\ < <50, \xka^k\ <as< p,a2, 

for 0</i< 1, where b0, as and ?n are constants. Obviously (3.3) places a restriction 

on the size of the gradients of a^, but this is not a severe restriction. Then, from 

(3.2), we may find 

i(w)j^w+^r(M)2d, 

~ 
J \2XknkSiSi~UiSiSkXk)a^V^|2d^4 

? 
(V ̂ j^irijl 

? 
j dA+^-?) a^n^^dA, + 

for a>0 at our disposal. 
If we now let 03 

= 
max-p In^n^l, 

then we pick a such that 

h0a2>b0aa3, e.g. a = 

2b0a3 

Proc. R. Soc. A (2006) 
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Then we find 

~ 
Ir\\2XknkSi8J~^8i8kXk) +~h^~nirtj\a?VsQ\2dA. 

(3.4) 

We deduce from the Poincar? inequality that 

X1 [ 
H2dx< 

[ HiHidx + C? H2dA. (3.5) 

Together, inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) furnish a priori bounds for ?Qa^H^H^dx, 
\\H\\2 and $r(dH/dn)2dA in terms of the data function q. 
We also need an equivalent bound for a vector version of (3.4). So, let <7? be a 

solution to the problem 

(dijkhGk,h)j=0 in Q, \ 
Gi 

= 
Qi on T. 

J 
We remark that existence of the function G? (as that of H in equation (3.1)) 

follows, for example, from the work of Fichera (1972). 
We commence with the identity 

0 = 
(Q>ijkhGk,h)j%rGijrdx. 

After integration by parts, we find 

0 = - 
aijkhGijGk?dx 

+ ? 
xravjkh^rGijGkihdx + (n njXrGijraijkhGk?dA 

~2 y xrnrO>ijkhGijGk?dA. (3.7) 

We now write G^ 
on T as 

G^? njdGi/dn+ SjVsGi and then from (3.7), we 

deduce that 

0 = 
2 aijkh Gi,j Gk,h,dx + ? 

\ xr aijkh^r G^ Gkihdx 

t 1? QGi dGk j A 1 ? ? dGk , A 
+ 

2JrXrnraijkhnj^nh'^? 
(D 

rxrsraijkhn^ sGinh-^-dA 

-^y^r^?p^V^.sJ^^di 
+ (fr xrsraijkhn?l?iSiFsgkdA. (3.8) 

If we now suppose |ava#/i,rl ̂  A0< ax, |a?^| < Ax for constants Aq, Ai, then from 

(3.8) we may derive 

*z4> G Gijdx + ̂ h?) ^ idA<^?) Wj?A 2 Jo 
J J 4 Jr dn dn oj/iq / r 

+ -d) ^?r^a^V^SftV^d^-d) XrSraijkhrijVJiShVJkdA^Di. (3.9) 

Proc. ?. Soc. .4 (2006) 
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2598 S. Chiriga and others 

The right-hand side D1 is a data term and then equation (3.9) represents an a 

priori estimate for ^QaijkhGijGk:fldx,^r(dGi/dn)(dGi/dn)dA. Upon using the 

Poincar? inequality, we have 

x?GfiAx^ f GidGiddx + 
d^g?M. 

(3.10) 

In this way, we may use equation (3.9) to also obtain an a priori estimate for 

II Gf. 

4. A priori estimates 

Let Ui and 0 satisfy the system 

-qui + (aijkhuk}h)j + (jij(l>)j 
= 0, ] 

{ (4-1) 
-QX<t> -Tcfr-fy-jijUij + (a^j)^ 

= 0, J 

in QX(0,T) with Ui=gi, </> 
= /& on T, Ui, ??, </>, 0 given at t?0 as in equation (2.4). 

In order to derive structural stability theorems, we first need to produce a priori 

estimates for $ ||V0||2ds and J?J ||Vu||2ds. 
Let now H be the function which solves equation (3.1) with q?h on F. We 

commence with the identity 

i 

t 

((aij(j)j)^-yijuid-r^-^(l)-QX(?>,H-^)ds 
= 0. 

Jo 

After some integrations by parts in space and in time, we may show that 

M %<i>2(t)dx+\\ QX<j)2(t)dx+ [ f TJ>2(s)dxds 
?Jq ? )q JoJg 

+ 
2 aij^^?x + Jijui? dx ds 

= 
?\ a^?P?e^dx + (i) n?n7a?1/i?? d^4 ds + (b nASja^hVAdAds 
2}q 

"W* 
Jo Jr 

l J lJ dn }oJrJllJ 
s 

+ 
Jo(f 

0, H)ds + 
\ (?/, /) + 

Jo(Wj, 
H)ds + (ex0, H) 

-(Qxt;0,H(0))-\t(ex<j>,H)ds+ \\r^B)d8 
+ 

^(Qx^^). (4.2) 
Jo Jo ? 

The idea is now to use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the right 

hand side of equation (4.2) and bound the 0, 0, 0? terms using the left-hand side 

and leave only data terms and terms involving i?on the right. The H terms may 

then be bounded by using the Rellich identity estimates of ?3. With 

yM=max|7y|, eM=max|e|, xM=max|x|, ?M=max?, rM=maxr, 

Proc. R. Soc. A (2006) 
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we use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for /xl7 ...,/x5> 0 arbitrary 
constants at our disposal to derive from equation (4.2), 

- 
?<?>2(?)dx + - 

ex(/>2(?)dx+ T02(s)dzds+- a^^jdx 

+&1 \\Hfds+q (?*, 
#)+eg- ,|?|p+a 

? 
Wpd, 

<^>2 
i; 

i Af d.+& 
|; lin-d.+a |; i^d.+i jb*m* 2/i4 

+ (t) n^Uj^jh?-?A as + (h njSiaijhVshdAds + ? 
(^4i0,(l)0) 

-(rf,Jff(0))+i(exC0,??). (4-3) 

To handle the w? equation, we commence with the identity 

((" mUk,h),j + (7ij^)j-Q?i, Gi-iii)ds 
= 0. 

After some integration by parts, we may show that 

2 ds />????da;+ aijkhUijUk!hdx \ds +\ yy^?x ds 

= G) nhaijkhgkGi?dA ds + yij<f>Gi?xds + Q?^dx 

- 
gGi(0)t)?di- f qGi?idxds. (4.4) J? Jo Je 

We next use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the right-hand side 
of equation (4.4) to find for a1? 0:2, ?3>0 at our disposal, 

- 
Q?i?idx + - 

aijkhUijUk?hdx + y^?^dxds 

<\\yivUx 
+ 

\\Qavkhu%4Mdx 
+ 

C^ ? 
Utf?x + 

^l 
WGijfds 

<t) nhaijkhgk lnj-Q^ 
+ sj^s9i ) ?A ds + 

y Q?^dx 

-? 
QGiGidx-l QGi(0)vidx + -?-\ e??w?da:ds 

+ 
^-1*1 Q?Adxds. (45) 
2a3 Jo Ja 

Proc. R. Soc. A (2006) 
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The next step is to add equations (4.3) and (4.5) to see that 

If If 1 1 . . f* - 
Q?i?idx + - 

aijkhuidukthdx + - 
(?0, </>) + - 

(qjuJ>, (j>) + (t0, <?>)ds 

+ 
^?Qa*Wjdx 

+ 
?Ja*?* dx^Y I 

^"2ds + 
f" 1 l|u?l|2ds 

+ 
f (e*?, *) + !^?B. 

? 
||?f ds 

+1. ? 
Ufds + 

|L k^d* 
+ TT e^^dxd5 + Fl5 (46) 

2 Jo J? 

where Fx is a term involving data or terms which are easily estimated in terms of 

data using the bounds in ?3. In fact, 

*i = 
jj^/dx 

+ 
\J^ttfdx 

+ 
i^a^ju^dx 

+ 
?jL Jj| G?J|| 2ds 

+ (i) nhamgks^sgidA ds + 0 rijS^hV sh dA ds 

+i};fiMigi2dAdS+i}^/M^^d^s+?-}ueG?^ 

-f CGi(0)t;?dx + -?- 
f f pG.^dxds+lM- f ||tf||2dS +^- f ||tf||2dS 

Je ?a3 JoJ? ?/?i Jo 2/x2 Jo 

+ 
|j^rk5l^ 

dS +1 
^r|?| (f )2dA 

i, + I(?P, *?) 

-(ex^?too+itexc",?0), (4.7) 

where aM 
= 

niaxp |ap/J. 
On the basis of our assumptions (2.5) and (2.8), it 

follows that the left-hand side of equation (4.6) is a positive definite measure. We 

may choose /?3 
= 

l/2, a2 
= 

l/2. Then, we select as our energy measure 

?(t) 
= 

g (Q??u? + Q*<i>2)?x + - 
aijkhUijUkhdx 

By using the bounds (3.4), (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10), we can estimate Fl5 as given by 
equation (4.7), in terms of a data term, generically denoted by T, to see that for 
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a computable constant K>0, we may obtain from equation (4.6) 

?(t)<K? ?(s)ds + F. (4.8) 

We multiply the inequality (4.8) by e~Kt and then integrate the result over [0,i] 
to obtain the a priori bound 

(t 
KT 

^?(s)ds< 
? T. (4.9) 

Inequality (4.9) leads directly to a priori estimates for f0 ||Vi?||2ds and 

Jo l|V<?||2d*. 

5. Continuous dependence on the coupling coefficient &^ 

To study continuous dependence on the coefficient by in equations (2.1)-(2.4), we 

let (ui, (?)) and (v? \f/) be solutions to these equations for the same boundary and 

initial data, but for different coupling coefficients y$ and ?^, respectively. The 

coefficients q, x, a^, r, ? and a^ are the same for both systems. 
Define the difference variables w^ 6, ?y as 

W?^U?-V?, 6 = 
(p-\l/, ?y 

= 
yy-??. (5.1) 

One finds (wi, 0) satisfies the system 

(a>ijkhWk,h),j + (?ijO)j-QWi 
= 

~(?ij<l>),p (5.2) 

(aqdJj-?O-T?-?jjWij-Qx? 
= 

?^j, (5.3) 

in ?X(0,T). The boundary and initial conditions are: 

Wi=0, 6 = 
0, on rx(0,T), (5.4) 

Wi(x,0) =0, Wi(x,0) =0, 

0(x,O) =0, 0(x,O) =0. 
(5.5) 

To establish continuous dependence, we multiply equation (5.2) by w;? 
and integrate over Q, then multiply equation (5.3) by 6 and similarly integrate 
over ?, to find 

_d_l 

di 2 QWiWidx+ aijkhwidwKhdx\ + ?^dw^dx 
= 

(?yfyjeidx, (5.6) 
_ J ?? J LJ J J LJ J LJ 

ft \ [(fix?, 
9) + 

^ai}6tid?x 
+ (?0, 0)1 + (r?, 6) + 

jfewj 
dx 

= - 
?yeui?x. (5.7) 

Proc. R. Soc. A (2006) 
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Upon addition of these equations, we may see that 

di I 2 e i?idx + aijkhWi,jWk,hdx + (fixe, 0) + (?0,0) 

+ fl^?i?j-dx + 
?ijWijddxX 

+ {t0,0) 

= 
(?yfyjWidx-l ?ijduijdx 

- 
?? QWiWidx + - 

?24>r4>rdx + 
-? 

Qw^dx 

+ 
2 J? ^^ + 

L 2^avkhuiJuk,hdx 
+ - 

\\?f, (5.8) 

where ?2 
= 

?ij?ij, ? 
= 

?ir,r??,s and Qm 
= 

raSxiQQ. If we put ?2A 
= 

maxu?2, ?u= 

max? ? , then define 

?i(*) 
= 

g QWiWidx + aijkhWijWkihdx + (qx0, 0) + {?0,0) + a^^jdx 

+ ?ijWij0 dx, 

and then for C ? 
max{2/gm, l/Qmxm}, we find 

^<C?i+? 

f 1 1 f \ 1 
? 

aijkhuiJukhdx + -\ 
(f>,i(t>,idxj 

+-&l|0||2 

This inequality is integrated to see that 

?i(i)<C ?i(a)da + /& 
? 

aijkhui?uk>hdx ds + - 
0>?0;?dxds 

+ 
?&Jj|0||2ds. 

(5.9) 

The last term of equation (5.9) is bounded using the a priori estimate (4.9) to 

find 

?i(i)< C f e^ds + fa?! +&T2, (5.10) 

where T\ and T2 are some data terms. Upon integration of equation (5.10), we 

may arrive at 

^Sx(s)ds< 
(?2M^ +&r2)l(eCT-l). (5.11) 

Inequality (5.11) is truly a priori and demonstrates the solution to (2.1)-(2.4) 
depends continuously on changes in the coupling coefficient b^, in the measure 
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Jo ?i(s)ds. By combining equations (5.10) and (5.11), we may also show that 

^i(i)<(?^i+&^2)eCT. (5.12) 

Thus, continuous dependence on 
?^ in the measure ?i(t) also follows. 

6. Convergence 

We now investigate how the solution to (2.1)-(2.4) behaves as the coefficient 

by 
? 

0. Thus, let (i??, 0) be a solution to (2.1)-(2.4), where now we assume 
b^ are 

constants. Let also (v^x//) be a solution to (2.1)-(2.4) with 6^=0 (so the 
equations are uncoupled). The difference solution w{ 

= 
u{ 

? 
v{, 6 = 

(f> 
? 

\// is seen to 

satisfy the boundary-initial value problem, 

Q?i 
= 

(aijkhwk?)? + (6#0)j, (6.1) 

QX0 
= 

(aijd^j-T?-?O-bijUij, (6.2) 

in?2X(0,T), with 

Wi = 
0, 0 = 

0, on r X (0,T), (6.3) 

and 

Wi 
= 

0, Wi 
= 

0, 6 = 
0, 6 = 

0, at t = 0. (6.4) 

Multiply equation (6.1) by w? and integrate over Q, and likewise multiply 
equation (6.2) by 6 and integrate over Q to find 

??2\\ 
?Wdx + %*khWijWkihdx\ 

= 
Wi(bi^)?dx, (6.5) 

^ ? (e*?, 6) + 
^a^^?x 

+ (?0, 0)1 + 
^ Jo(r?, 

0)ds = 
-^bijuj 

dx. (6.6) 

We next add these equations and use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality 
on the right-hand side of the resulting equation to arrive at 

A1 
di 

- 
Qw^dx + amwitjwk?x + faxe, 6) + (?6,6) + a^^?x 

+ 
(r?,6)<\\\df 

+ -L 
f ew^dx + 

f (||V^ll2 + ||V?||2), (6.7) 2 ?Qm J? 2 

where &m 
= 

max? l&^l. If we denote by 

?2(0 
= 

g Q?iWjdx + aijkhWijWKhdx + (qx6, 6) + (?0, 6) + aqO??x , 
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then from equation (6.7), we deduce that for X = 
maxjg^x"1,^1}, 

?2(t)< A 
fQS2(s)ds 

+ & 
J\||V*||a 

+ ||V?||2)d5. (6.8) 

Thanks to the a priori bound (4.9), J0*(|| V0||2 + || Vi?||2)d5 is bounded in terms of a 
known data constant, 2ki say. Thus from equation (6.8), we find that 

S2(t) < X f ?2(s)ds + ?A (6.9) 

After integration, equation (6.9) yields 

fQS2(s)ds<^(eXT-l)ll. 
(6.10) 

Upon using equation (6.9), we may also show that 

S2(t)<kieXT^L. (6.11) 

Estimates (6.10) and (6.11) demonstrate convergence in the measures ?2(t) 
and Jo ?2(s)ds, as b^ 

-> 0. 

Remark 

We have only dealt with continuous dependence and convergence questions 

involving the coupling coefficients by. We could also establish similar results for 

other coefficients, such as ? and r. 
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